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TorsoGarment Styles
Vest with Long Sleeves  - 0527
Vest with Short Sleeves  - 0528

• If any dependent oedema issues are present in the hand, add a detachable gauntlet

• A combination of short and long sleeve may be selected if desired

• Lymphoedema of the Arms and Torso

• Breast Oedema

Zippers - front or back
Use zippers carefully as a certain degree of pressure may be lost
Back zipper recommended for children.
Consider front zipper for patients with restricted mobility or for independence.
Zips may be incorporated into arms for specific cases.

Velcro Closure Scoop 
Neck - front or back

Useful for children to allow growth expansion.
Please Note closure may be more difficult and if not closed fully a certain
degree of pressure may be lost.
For reduced mobility select front Velcro closure.
Garments for ladies with bra cups cannot have front Velcro closures.

Raglan Sleeve Standard on all vests.
Lining to Axilla To protect fragile skin, may give extra pressure.
Insert to Axilla Standard insert for vests, this design has a centre seam.
Gusset to Axilla This contours anatomically. This design does not have a centre seam.

Design Choices
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Elastic Finish

Insert to AxillaGusset to Axilla
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Modifications 

Tools required
• Jobskin Data Form - 503

• Regular measuring tape

• Jobskin measuring tape - coloured pink if arms are required in garment

• Jobskin measuring tape for legs - coloured purple for long legs and green to knee

• Adhesive tape

• Measuring stand

Lining inside elbow 

Pocket
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Nappy Strap
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0001: Nappy strap Standard length, available for children.
0027: Pockets Opening to facilitate the placing of padding. Position and measurements 

must be given.
1163: Velcro tabs To attach to waist heights.
1167: Lining inside elbow To protect fragile skin and to provide comfort if required.
1168: Lining full elbow To protect fragile skin.
1164: Zipper under 20cm
1165: Zipper over 20cm

Arm zippers normally extend from the end of the garment to the axilla on
the lateral side. Specify the length and position you require. Available on
medial or lateral aspect.

1176: Uplift panel Extra pressure panel over abdomen to help hold up collapsed muscles in
the stomach.

1161: Reduced pressure
           abdominal panel

Reduced pressure over the abdomen area, made out of soft material.
Recommended for patients who cannot tolerate abdominal pressure.
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Number Required Measurements Method
1 Shoulder circumference  - left Ask the patient to place their hands on their waist and take 

the measurements with the arm at this angle. Bring the tape 
under the axilla, curve it around, finishing on the 
acromion process

2 Shoulder circumference  - right As for Number 1
3 Neck circumference Around the neck at adams apple

4 Shoulder width  - only required
for sleeveless vests

Measure from the actual point on the 
shoulder to the base of the neck

Procedure
The patient should be standing and measurements taken with a regular measuring tape. Surface 
circumferences and linear measurements to be taken from the back. If the patient cannot stand 
upright the measurements should be taken with the patient lying on their side. All these numbers 
correspond to the numbers on the Jobskin Data Form - 503.

Measurements required for all styles of torso garments

Torso
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Circumference 

Lengths
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Number Required Measurements Method
6 Chest circumference Chest at level of axilla. The same measurement is

taken for male and female (This is not a bust
circumference)

7 Waist circumference Place hands on hips and take measurement.
Tip: Mark level on waist or leave a tape measure
in place

10 Circumference at largest part of
buttocks

If necessary stand the patient against a wall. The
first part of the buttock to touch the wall is the
largest protrusion. Note: Take the circumference
No. 10 and the height No. 9 measurements
together.

11 Proximal thigh circumference  - left Do not allow the tape to slant

12 Proximal thigh circumference  - right Do not allow the tape to slant

Torso
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Measurements required for all styles of torso garments

Circumference 

Lengths
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Additional measurements for a bra vest

Note: - Take the lengths from the back of the patient for vest

Number Required 
Measurements

Method

5 Shoulder to 
waist

Place the tape at the top of the shoulder and measure the length to the waist. 
Take the lengths from the back of the patient.  Tip: Mark the waist and take 
the tape straight round and measure the waist circumference. This is 
important as this length must be to where the waist measure is taken.

Letter Required Measurements Method
A Shoulder to just under breasts Length from shoulder to just under the breast using a tape        

left in place as a reference, at the back of the patient.
 B Circumference just under breasts Measure directly under the breasts. Tip: leave the tape in 

position, then take the A measurement for accuracy.
C Circumference over nipple line Directly over nipples. Give the patients bra size if known.

Please 
Note

Shoulder to end of garment Take if vest us required below the waist 
Measure from the top of the middle of the shoulder to                       
the required length of the vest.
We recommend that the length should be taken just over the 
iliac crest.

Please 
Note

Circumference at end of garment Take required end of garment. Note. If sleeves are required, 
measure the arms according to the instructions for measuring 
arms. Using the Pink tape for arms. See arm section  

B

CA
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